NOTES:  
1) PRIOR TO APPLYING POWER, SET JUMPERS ON BR3 FOR A "WET / D.C." OUTPUT. 
2) SET BR3 TO FUNCTION "10" PER USERS GUIDE. 
SET H1 FOR TIME TO DELAY ACTIVATION OF BUZZER.

FUNCTIONALITY: WHEN DOOR IS CLOSED BR3 INPUT 1 WILL BE SHUNTED AND RELAY 1 WILL BE HELD ACTIVE. 
WHEN DOOR IS OPEN INPUT 1 WILL NOT BE SHUNTED ALLOWING BR3 TIMER H-1 TO RUN. IF THE DOOR REMAINS OPEN UNTIL TIMER H-1 EXPIRES BUZZER WILL BUZZ. IF DOOR CLOSES BEFORE TIMER H-1 EXPIRES 
INPUT 1 WILL BE SHUNTED AGAIN AND RELAY 1 WILL BE ACTIVE AGAIN CAUSING BUZZER TO SHUT OFF.

IF AFTER TROUBLESHOOTING A PROBLEM, A SATISFACTORY SOLUTION CANNOT BE ACHIEVED, PLEASE CALL BEA 
TECHNICAL SERVICE AT 800-523-2462. DO NOT LEAVE ANY PROBLEM UNRESOLVED, IF YOU MUST WAIT FOR THE 
FOLLOWING WORKDAY TO CALL BEA, LEAVE THE DOOR INOPERABLE UNTIL SATISFACTORY REPAIRS CAN BE MADE. 
NEVER SACRIFICE THE SAFE OPERATION OF THE AUTOMATIC DOOR OR GATE FOR AN INCOMPLETE SOLUTION. 
WEB: WWW.BEASENSORS.COM